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ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT 

TOWN OF PETERBOROUGH 

 

Peterborough, New Hampshire 

 

Present: Sharon Monahan, Don Selby, Peggy Leedberg, Loretta Laurenitis and 

Peter LaRoche   

 

Staff Present: Tim Herlihy, Code Enforcement Officer and Danica Melone and 

Laura Norton, Office of Planning & Building      

 

Chair Monahan called the meeting to order at 6:30 p.m. with a welcome and 

introduction of the staff and members.  

Minutes:   

A motion was made/seconded (Leedberg/Laurenitis) to approve the Minutes of 

November 7, 2022 with corrected typos with all in favor. 

 Chair Monahan reviewed the Board’s Rules of Procedure noting that tonight, with 

multiple cases, “this may take some time.” She went to note the members would read 

each notice and cite any corrections or clarifications, adding “and if there are any 

significant changes a re-notification may be necessary.”  

 Noting a large development on a state highway (93 units on US Route 202) and per 

their Rules of Procedure, Ms. Laurenitis brought up the issue of Impact of 

Regional Development and the brief discussion that followed had Mr. Selby in 

favor of a re-notice, Mr. LaRoche in disagreement (“any impact will be in a 

positive way”) and Ms. Leedberg, Ms. Laurenitis and Chair Monahan in agreement 

with Mr. LaRoche that the project did not abut any other towns and an impact of 

regional development was not necessary. 

 A motion was made/seconded (Laurenitis/Leedberg) that an impact of regional 

impact did not exist and the application did not require re-noticing to additional 

parties with all in favor. 

Chair Monahan then welcomed Catholic Charites of New Hampshire and asked 

them to introduce themselves. 

Jeff Lefkovich, Executive Director of Real Estate and Affordable Housing 

Development for Catholic Charities introduced himself with Sean O’Connell 

introducing himself as an attorney with Shaheen & Gordon, P.A. working closely 

with Attorney Jim Callahan who had submitted the application but was not in 
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attendance. He told the members Mr. Lefkovich had a general presentation on 

Catholic Charities and the nature of the project and then he would conclude by 

addressing the variance criteria. 

 

Noting receipt of the presentation just the day before the meeting and the existence 

of questions from the Board, Chair Monahan suggested they get through all 

questions and concerns prior to a presentation. “I would like to save it to the end, 

after getting all the formalities out of the way” she said. “That sounds perfect” 

replied Mr. Lefkovich. 

Chair Monahan then addressed what she felt were discrepancies in the property 

identifications in the public notice. She noted the correct assignment should be 

R008-024-300 as the common land for lots R008-024-301 (10 Vose Farm Road) 

and R008-024-302 (12 Vose Farm Road). Trish Goff introduced herself as a 

Paralegal for Atkins Callahan PLLC and noted that was correct. “R008-024-300 is 

the common land for the two addresses and does not have a separate tax card” she 

said.  

Chair Monahan requested the letter of authorization from the property owner be 

amended to show the correction and placed into the record. Ms. Laurenitis noted 

the importance of clarifying the notice for consistency. 

Chair Monahan then read the first variance request: 

Case No. 1285: New Hampshire Catholic Charities, a request for Variances to permit 

a 93 Unit mixed-income affordable/workforce housing development project in the B/I 

District as regulated by zoning ordinance Article II, Section 245-10.2.C.11., Article IV, 

Section 245-24.6.C., Article VIII, Sections 245-43 and 245-44. The property is located 

at 10 and 12 Vose Farm Road, Parcel Nos. R008-024-3000, R008-024-301and R008-

024-302 in the Business/Industrial District. 

Chair Monahan cited 17 permitted uses in the Business/Industrial Zoning District 

and referenced the ordinances in the public notice for clarification: 

Article II, Section 245-10.2.C.11: Residential uses only if associated with a 

principal business use permitted in the section. 

Article IV, Section 245-24.6.C: The development of workforce housing permitted 

in all districts where residential uses are allowed. 

Article VIII, Section 245-43: Special Exception for Elderly Housing.  
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Article VIII, Section 245-44: Special Exception for Low-and Moderate-Income 

Housing. 

Chair Monahan also noted Article VIII, Section 245-24.6.E.2 Multifamily 

Workforce Housing and read Attorney Callahan’s supplemental submittal to the 

Board which stated “a final determination under which the ordinance provisions(s) 

that project application will be submitted (i.e. workforce, affordable, senior) has 

yet to be made. Catholic Charities of New Hampshire is seeking maximum 

flexibility with regards to this determination.” 

Attorney O’Connell pointed out the two existing buildings and the area of the 

proposed addition noting “we have not broken out what portions of the buildings 

will serve what purpose” adding “by that I mean what type of housing is what, that 

is undetermined at this time.” He went on to suggest they consider the variance 

requests first and the move on the to the Special Exception requests. 

Mr. Lefkovich gave a brief review of the 93-unit, multi-generational model 

housing project. He cited Peterborough’s definitions of elderly, low to moderate 

income and workforce housing adding “we are incorporating 52 2-bedroom units 

which meets the definition for workforce housing as well as occupancies for 

people 55 years of age and older.” A brief discussion about the housing needs of 

workforce, low to moderate income and elderly housing followed with a brief 

explanation of Catholic Charities wrap around services to assist in creating a 

normal community that supported, not segregated, with universal design features in 

all units regardless of age or abilities. 

Mr. Selby asked for confirmation that the project totaled 93 units “as it reads like 

279 units, 93 units each of workforce, elderly and low to moderate income.” It was 

confirmed that the total number of units was 93. Mr. Selby also advocated that the 

reference to Article VIII, Sections 245-43 (special exception for elderly housing) 

and 245-44 (special exception for low-and moderate-income housing) should not 

have been included in Case No. 1285 and should be eliminated, letting Case 

Nos.1286 and 1287 deal with those requests separately.  

Mr. Herlihy clarified if the applicant was allowed to present the Board would hear 

the four requests for variances (mentioned above) “and if those are granted, they 

are seeking special exceptions for 245-43 and 245-44, so variances you have four 

requests under Case No. 1285, then the two special exceptions as noted in Case 

Nos. 1286 and 1287.” Mr. Herlihy noted the public notice combined the variance 

requests to for clarity and consistency. Attorney O’Connell agreed adding, “we 
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want to address (and) get through the variance requests first because the Special 

Exception requests become irrelevant without the variances.” 

Chair Monahan noted their application did not make sense, “you are asking for a 

variance from a special exception which is not even listed in that district as being 

allowed as a special exception.” She went on to review how a part of the special 

exception criteria pertained to senior housing that requires the special exception is 

allowed in all districts except the Business/Industrial district. Attorney O’Connell 

countered by noting that 245-10.211 and 245-256.C3 are fine as to whether or not 

the residential use is permitted or not subject to a variance criteria, the other two, 

(245-43 and 245-44) are special exceptions and treated differently but the first step 

is the ability to have a residential use in the district and then seek special 

exceptions via 1286 and 1287. Mr. Herlihy reiterated “so 245-43.B.1 any site 

proposed for elderly housing under this section shall be allowed in all districts 

except Business/Industrial and Office, and used only in conformity with the 

regulations cited in Subsection A of this section, as those regulations are now 

written or later amended. That is the third variance” he said adding “pertaining to 

senior housing which is allowed by special exception in all districts except 

Business/Industrial. That is the requested variance.” “That is what we need to talk 

about” replied Chair Monahan adding “I want to say again, the notice does not 

reflect what is actually being asked for.” A brief specificity of what the notice said 

and what was being asked for followed. 

Ms. Laurenitis noted her understanding was that you cannot request a variance 

from any of the special exception criteria. “You cannot back door your way into 

getting a special exception that way and I say this having referred to our handbook 

that reads the special exception cannot be granted if any one of the criteria is not 

satisfied. Similarly, the Board cannot first grant a variance for the unsatisfied 

criteria and then turn around and grant the special exception even if all other 

criteria are met. When the board considers a special exception, its grounds may 

not vary or waive any of the requirements set forth in the zoning.  

Ms. Leedberg added “the Board of Adjustment cannot legally approve a special 

exception or a prohibited use if the ordinance does not identify that use.”  

Attorney O’Connell directed the members to page 8 of their application that read 

“if the ZBA acts favorably to CCNH’s variance request, the CCNH respectfully 

requests that it consider this special exception application.” He told the members 

Attorney Callahan’s notion “was that there would be consideration on whether or 
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not there would be a permitted use of residential in the Business/Industrial district, 

then you make that decision (and) if it was, then you could consider a special 

exception but only if you decided it was permitted. That was his notion and he did 

the same for the low-income housing section as well.” 

Ms. Leedberg interjected “what you are saying is if you want us to grant a variance 

so they can do something that is not allowed in the district and if we grant it then 

you want us to grant special exceptions based on that variance to do things. I 

wholeheartedly love this project, but I see no way as a member of this Board that I 

can do legally any of what you are asking.”’ 

Citing the ZBA Handbook Chair Monahan noted two problems, the first being 

“unless a particular use for which an application is submitted is stated in the 

ordinance as being explicitly allowed by special exception, the Board of 

Adjustment is powerless to grant a special exception for that use.” She went on to 

quote the Handbook as saying “the questions sometimes arises as to whether an 

applicant for a particular land use can obtain a variance from one of the terms of a 

special exception in order to qualify for a special exception” adding “clearly where 

a use is allowed by special exception provided certain criteria are met, the special 

exception could not be granted if any one of the criteria is not satisfied. Similarly, 

the Board could not first grant a variance for the unsatisfied criteria, then turn 

around and grant the special exception if all other criteria are met.” 

Chair Monahan then turned to state statute RSA 674:33 and read about distinctions 

between variances and special exceptions, noted “a literal enforcement of an 

ordinance may be disregarded to permit a variance, while the conditions for an 

exception must be found in the ordinance and may not be varied.” Chair Monahan 

continued “under statutory provisions relating to special exceptions, the ordinance  

was to declare when exceptions could be permitted….. The purpose and design of 

the statutory provision relating to the authority to make special exceptions was that 

only the ordinance could declare the exceptions, leaving it to the Board of 

Adjustment to decide their application in particular cases.” 

“I just see problems with special exceptions” said Chair Monahan and a brief 

discussion followed with Attorney O’Connell noting he saw both sides but directed 

them to page 3 of their application that states “should the Board act favorable on 

the variance application, CCNH is respectfully requesting they consider special 

exception requests regarding 245-43, elderly housing and 245-44, low and 

moderate-income housing.” Ms. Leedberg interjected “you can’t do a variance and 
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then come back and ask for a special exception. The Board is legally not allowed 

to do that.” Chair Monahan agreed adding “and there is nothing that is keeping you 

from doing this with just a variance.” She added workforce housing is through a 

Conditional Use Permit that comes under Planning Board jurisdiction who has the 

authority to waive things in that criteria that the Zoning Board cannot for special 

exceptions. “But they cannot waive the use and that is why you are here” she said. 

Mr. Lefkovich suggested “so what you are saying is the simplest approach is to just 

focus on the variances and forget about the other stuff” with Chair Monahan 

replying “yes.” Given that affirmation Mr. Selby asked if they should consider 

dropping the special exception requests and the 245-43 and 245-44 components. 

Attorney O’Connell interjected “how about if we withdraw Case No. 1286 and 

1287 and move forward with Case No. 1285 which is the requests for variances for 

245-10.2.11 and 245-24.6.C. Chair Monahan suggested an amendment to the 

application to include including 245-24.6.E.2 (multi-family workforce housing) as 

well. Mr. Lefkovich agreed adding “this will be looked at as general occupancy 

with 93 units supporting people with certain incomes and at different stages of 

their life.” 

Chair Monahan noted that she was glad things were cleared up and requested any 

future noticing reflect the changes they agreed upon. She also suggested they re-

notice the abutters for the next meeting as they had simplified and consolidated the 

request by amending Case No. 1285 and withdrawing Cases 1286 and 1287. 

From the audience Carol Nelson asked for Mr. Herlihy’s opinion. Mr. Herlihy 

replied, “I don’t have an opinion right now, this whole thing is backwards.” “It is 

atypical” replied Chair Monahan with Mr. Herlihy answering, “it is not, usually 

you have the applicant present the case after you read it.” Chair Monahan 

interjected ‘yes but we had to make corrections first.” Mr. Herlihy noted that in 

fairness to the applicant “they have not even spoken to the case” with Chair 

Monahan replying” I know, but I am asking them to present now.” “This is very, 

very backwards” replied Mr. Herlihy. 

Chair Monahan asked for a sense of the Board as to whether or not the application 

should be re-noticed with the members unanimously agreeing it did not. 

As Attorney O’Connell suggested they present the variance criteria Chair Monahan 

noted she would like to hear Mr. Lefkovich’s presentation first. 

Mr. Lefkovich proceeded to review his presentation on the 93-unit mixed-income 

rental living community project. He began with a brief biography of Catholic 
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Charities New Hampshire (CCNH) 70-year history. He noted the implementation 

of a housing initiative to create 500 affordable housing units over the next 10 years 

and their advocacy of veteran and senior housing; multiple rehabilitative and 

mental health services including The New Hampshire Food Bank, Liberty House, 

Monadnock at Home and The Care Givers, “together supports 1 in 10 New 

Hampshire residents.” 

Mr. Lefkovich reviewed the definition of affordable housing as no more that 30% 

of verified monthly income. He reviewed their project as being mixed income and 

multi-generational (not government subsidized or Section 8 housing) that provides 

housing opportunities to those in careers of factory operations; restaurants; 

education; childcare; firefighting; law enforcement; healthcare and administrative 

positions. “These are all admirable professions with mixed income ranges of 

$20.00 to $40.00 dollars an hour.” 

Mr. Lefkovich reviewed zoning requirements for the project noting the structures 

are all under 50 feet in height with a calculation of 6 living units per acre. He 

pointed out existing points of entry and exit noting no additional curb-cuts would 

be required. Mr. Lefkovich reiterated the permanent affordability status of the units 

with 52% of them consisting of 2-bedrooms with access to health and social wrap-

around services. In conclusion Mr. Lefkovich estimated 27 children (K-12) based 

on a formula of .52 children per 2-bedroom unit per a 2017 NH HFA study. 

Eric Burbank introduced himself as the Vice President of Operations for SoClean 

and told the Board and public the building was not the EMS building and while 

EMS has a small retail store in the building “it is solely owned by SoClean.” 

Mr. Burbank noted the need for affordable housing noting a shortage of teachers 

and other professionals because of this crisis. “This is a critical need and we are in 

full support of making strides that will benefit our community so don’t get me 

wrong when I ask critical questions” he said. Mr. Burbank then noted his concern 

on impacts to traffic to Vose Farm Road as well as US Route 202 and asked if a 

traffic light might be considered. Ms. Melone interjected she had just been 

involved in a meeting regarding problem areas in town and both Vose Farm Road 

and Southfield Lane had been identified as concerns. Mr. Burbank noted the 

appealing features of the location and the growing need for affordable housing in 

the Monadnock area. He reiterated “don’t get me wrong for asking critical 

questions, we are all for the project” he said.  
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Carol Nelson introduced herself and noted she could not find 2017 New 

Hampshire Finance Authority study Mr. Lefkovich cited anywhere online. “Just 

for the record” she said. Chair Monahan noted that 93 units would exceed the 1% 

of the population growth and there is phasing section of the zoning ordinance. 

While low to moderate income housing is exempt from this section, workforce 

housing is not.” Ms. Melone interjected that that issue was a Planning Board 

“thing” and they would take it into consideration. 

Ms. Laurenitis asked about on-site management if approved, Mr. Lofkovich noted 

many of the policy and procedure requirements that must be and continue to be 

met associated with the project’s financing. “There will be a manager onsite” he 

said. 

Attorney O’Connell reviewed the variance criteria: 

Attorney O’Connell first addressed the traffic question saying “it is not appropriate 

to measure the proposed use of traffic of the space against zero business. It is not 

fair how the Board should consider traffic at these locations because it is not 

always going to be zero (vacant buildings) so it should be measured apples to 

apples against the other appropriate uses of the space. That is an important 

distinction to make.” 

Granting the variance would not be contrary to the public interest because: 

The requested relief will not threaten the public health, safety, welfare or other 

public interest in any way. You have heard about Catholic Charitie and the nature 

of what the proposed residential use will be. The buildings are set back from the 

highway and screened with woodlands. The proposed new building will be located 

in the back of the property and likely not visible for Vose Farm Road. Noise, light 

and other emissions will be limited and traffic will be planned for with the benefit 

to the public is to provide desperately needed affordable housing. 

Attorney O’Connell cited the Shared Public Statement (signed by the Planning 

Board, Zoning Board of Adjustment, Economic Development Authority, Master 

Plan Steering Committee and the Selectboard) in support of more rental housing 

options in Peterborough “and its number one resolve to adjust land use regulations 

and changes to zoning codes to make building workforce and affordable housing 

easier to achieve.” 

The spirit of the ordinance is observed because: 
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“This is very similar to the first criteria” said Attorney O’Connell. He went to say 

the project does not violate the ordinance’s basic zoning objectives as it will not 

alter the essential character of the neighborhood or threaten the public health, 

safety, welfare or other public interest in any way. Attorney O’Connell noted the 

Southfield Village development just across the street that has been and continues to 

be significantly expanded. “This and that this project would not be offensive to that 

neighborhood or other members of the community” he said. 

Substantial justice is done because: 

Attorney O’Connell told the members “substantial justice comes down to a loss to 

the individual not being outweighed by a gain to the general public, and that gain is 

enormous in this instance.” Attorney O’Connell cited several letters of support 

including Monadnock Community Hospital. He also noted that repurposing an 

abandoned building for this project will have a traffic impacts but “they will be 

less than its previous and intended use.” 

The values of surrounding properties are not diminished because: 

Attorney O’Connell cited a letter from William Norton of Norton Asset 

Management, inc., a NH-based commercial real estate broker and authority noting 

approval of this type of workforce/affordable housing project will not diminish the 

value of surrounding properties or otherwise negatively impact the abutting 

properties.  

Unnecessary Hardship:  

Attorney O’Connell cited an interesting matter that in November the Housing 

Appeals Board dealt with, Chelmsford Hooksett Properties v. Town of Hooksett 

“an adaptive reuse of an office building where the board found that the 

obsolescence of the building itself was a hardship as it no longer had the utility an 

office building”, creating the hardship. The current condition now is a 30,000 

square foot office space that is unoccupied and likely to be unoccupied in an office 

use in the future. “There is a nation-wide trend that this is a permanent fashion 

which circles back to decision above. This a problem that is being addressed in this 

way in lots of places right now” he said. 

Literal enforcement of the provisions of the ordinance would result in unnecessary 

hardship because: 

Attorney O’Connell told the members the purpose of the Business/Industrial 

District is to increase commercial opportunities while protecting the aesthetic and 
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visual character of the highway corridor. He noted the national decrease in the 

demand for office space while the demand for affordable housing is at a crisis level 

with hundreds of jobs from area institutions and businesses go unfilled. “This 

property contains 30,000 square feet of office space that is unoccupied and 

unlikely to be so” he said adding “It is empty in a permanent fashion as it has 

become obsolete in its nature.” 

Attorney O’Connell cited adaptive reuse of office building case law that cites the 

buildings itself was the hardship because of the office space crisis. 

Owing to these special condition of the land no fair and substantial relationship 

exists between the general public purposes of the ordinance provision because: 

The property is substantially obsolete in its intended purpose which does not 

support the goals of the town. A reuse, readaptation or reinvention of this property 

will help to solve pressing housing needs.  

The proposed use is a reasonable one because: 

It is self-evidently reasonable for all the reasons stated. The building is and has 

been empty and will not be occupied for its intended purpose probably ever, so this 

is a special condition of the property that makes a variance necessary for a more 

reasonable use. “Often times hardship is stumbled on but this is one of the easiest 

ones I have ever had” said Attorney O’Connell adding “couple that with the House 

of Appeals decision and your Public Statement goal in support of more rental 

housing options, this request for a variance easily meets all criteria.” 

Ms. Laurenitis asked how long the buildings had been empty with Attorney 

O’Connell replying, “about a year” and Mr. Burbank adding they had been seeking 

sub tenants for about a year. “I support everything Attorney O’Connell has said, 

“there is no market for commercial property along that road, not of that size, it is 

destined to sit vacant.” Tyler Ward introduced himself and asked how long it had 

been vacant prior to So Clean moving in. Mr. Bernholtz noted they took 

occupation in 2017 and “they only thing living there was a family of racoons and it 

was in rough shape.” 

Chair Monahan asked for a brief review of how the general area was zoned 

(adjacent properties). A graphic was projected, and the members reviewed the 

adjacent area including the High School, Southfield Village, the Wastewater 

Treatment Facility, Colonial Square, Riverview Apartments and the Pine Ridge 

residential development. 
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Chair Monahan also noted several town services located just across the street at the 

old EMS Warehouse building (The River Center, Hospice, Monadnock at Home, 

Monadnock Family Services, etc.) 

Citing some of the challenges of the Riverview Apartments, Mr. Bernholtz noted 

he would like to learn more about it and asked how the project will maintain its 

integrity over time. Mr. Lefkovich noted financing requirements in terms of the 

property value and its upkeep. He noted a property management company would 

be onsite.  

“That is important to us” replied Mr. Bernholtz adding “we brought our business 

here intentionally and we don’t intend to leave, we intend to grow, and we’d like to 

be sure our neighbors share our enthusiasm.” 

Andy Peterson introduced himself as a representative for the owners of the 

buildings being discussed “and I enthusiastically support what Catholic Charities is 

doing.” He noted CCNH was well financed, sincere and has the ability to do a 

good job in this project. This is a real opportunity for affordable housing for real 

people” he said.  

Mr. Peterson went on to speak about the consideration of taking care in making the 

variance decision and that Mr. Burbank’s concerns will be taken into account as 

well. He noted other significant properties in the neighborhood and the wonderful 

tenant mix including a human services mecca and other regional assets right across 

the street. He concluded by reiterating CCNH as being an outstanding partner to 

come forward to do a project that matches what the town has been calling for.  

Citing the time Chair Monahan told the audience she would be continuing the 

public hearing to February. Ms. Laurenitis questioned that decision with Chair 

Monahan noting “we have already received a lot of input and support but this is the 

first hearing and a lot of people are watching through UStream and Comcast.” 

When she asked the members if they felt a site visit was in order, they 

unanimously responded it was not.  

When Chair Manahan noted other considerations such the floodplain and shoreland 

Ms. Melone interjected those issues would certainly be involved in the site plan 

review process, (including Planning Board and Conservation Commission) with 

proposed construction outside the floodplain. Chair Monahan then asked if there 

was any other information the Board or Staff would like to see with Attorney 

O’Connell replying, “we don’t have any more information to present.” 
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Mr. Selby asked if the Board was to address all variance requests at the same time 

with one set of criteria with Chair Monahan replying, “yes because it is one 

project.” Attorney O’Connell confirmed the criteria was identical to each request.  

Citing the need to be fresh for deliberation  

A motion was made/seconded (Leedberg/Monahan) to continue the public hearing 

to a date and time certain of February 6, 2023 at 6:30 p.m. with all in favor but Ms. 

Laurenitis who was opposed. 

From the audience Tyler Ward asked a question of formality which was why the 

hearing was continued. “We have to deliberate and vote, and I want us to be fresh” 

replied Chair Monahan. When Mr. Ward noted “it seems they presented a rock-

solid case for a quick response” the members agreed it would take 45 minutes to an 

hour to deliberate “and never mind discussing conditions (of approval)” interjected 

Mr. LaRoche with Chair Monahan adding ‘and there would be conditions.” 

Other Business: 

Mr. Selby noted that if the public situation regarding Covid gets worse, I will 

request a Zoom meeting adding “with meeting like this and other things I do, I 

think everyone should be wearing a mask but they don’t.” 

The meeting adjourned at 8:45 p.m. 

Respectfully submitted,  

Laura Norton  

Office of Planning & Building 

 

 

 


